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acting as a complete archive in multi – activities and different sections of agriculture 
and husbandry.

 The price of warranted- buying per each killo wheat increased
to 420 tommans

The ministry of jihad-e-agriculture announced; “Our cabinet 
approved that each farmers who sell one killo wheat to the state, 
so he will be paid 25 tommans award; while the price of warranted 
buying of each killo will be reached to 420 tommans”.

“our farmers objected to price of last year toward the state, fi-
nally by supporting of the ministry of industry, mine and commerce 
and also by agreement of our president this price is increased to 420 
tommans.

Iran`s shining Report- Card in husbandary diseases declining
Mr. S. Khalilian participating in celebration of 80th section of (WHO) world health 

organization, expressed: “Iran acts successfully in prevention and elimination of 
cattle`s diseases.

Iran has been highly progressed in prevention, control and extiration of animals 
between its regional countries”.

“We are ready to have more cooparation with our regional countries in these feilds: 
expert trainng, Vaccine preparation, animal drug, diseases combat and especially 
transporting embroy’ he added.

Allocation 5000 miliard Rials for water and soil projects
Deputy of water, soil and industries of jihad-e-agriculture ministry, Mr. Sajadi talked 

in national gathering for water soil construction and irrigating systems in karaj- pardis, 
Teran university.

Mr. sajadi expressed: “The new credit for soil and water projects is 3/5 times higher 
than last year. We have executed grand projects by which our lack of water has been 
averted.”

He added: “we have planned to utilize of 90 percent of our water sources for our 
farming and gardening”.
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Oppresion of unemployment and inflation
In this leading article, “Damparvaran” magazine expresses why agri-

cultural and poultry products are supplied in lowest prices .on the other 
hand it evaluates high costs and inflation.

It`s a fact that the value of Rial has declined, salaries are low, unem-
ployment has highly increased and finally our people`s buying ability is 
very low. The author refers to repeatedly objections of people, associa-
tions, unities, assemblies toward the high prices. In this case our state and 
majlis (parliament) should reply to these objects.

It`s not really obvious who or which organization is responsible for?

Across with aiming cooperative law inevitable challenges
The first part ot this note is pvblished in the previous 

article by editoring of Mr. Manssoor Ansari. It analyses the 
attitudes of majlis (parliament) and the state.

Our state asks to increase the price of energy sources (gas 
oil, gasoline, petrol, natural gas, power and water) in a rate 
which provides 135 ,000 milliard tommans income, while 
the majlis is opposed with this rate; majlis believes this 
increasing price will meet the people oposition and more 
inflation the editor of this article has suggested 4 solutions 
for preventing more injuries to our agricultural sectors.

A glance towards “Damparvaran” in past year
“Damparvaran” magazine publishes the most important reports and articles related to 

husbandry, poultry and agricultural events in the end of each Persian year.
As a fact there is no essential and major event in agricultural sectors in the last year, 

which has been forgotter by “Damparvaran”. By the other word this magazine has gen-
erally published and analized all the subjects which are related to agriculture politics, 
planning for economical sectors and all of progresses which have taken place in iran and 
abroud.

For example we can refer to these events: many different scene of international agri-
culture economical and commercial events in the world, more and more need to food and 
feed in populated regions. contrary to its name: “Damparvaran” which seems that is only 
related to poultry and husbandry events and challenges,while this magazine analyzes all 
subjects such as economical agricultural and investigation in all sectors; so it is easily 
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